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Abstract. A novel composite rough surface model is presented for describing ground and near sea in 
adjacent region. Monte Carlo method is used to generate composite rough surface. Gauss spectral function is 
used to simulate actual ground surface, and JONSWAP spectral function which is combined with shallow 
coefficient is used to simulate actual near sea surface. Weighted inverse tangent function is presented to 
connect two regions and smooth the borderline. One dimensional band-limited Weierstrass fractal function is 
introduced to simulate the actual borderline between ground and near sea in adjacent region. The geometrical 
models of composite rough surface with linear borderline and fractal borderline are given. By comparing of 
the contour maps, the geometrical model of composite rough surface with fractal borderline is closer to real 
environment of ground and near sea in adjacent region than the one with linear ，borderline. The curves of 
bistatic scattering coefficient of ground, near sea and composite rough surfaces with linear and fractal 
borderline are compared. This paper presents a novel way to simulate the environment of ground and near sea 
in adjacent region. Simulation results can use for reference in the fields of remote sensing, detection and 
inversion of electromagnetic environment. 
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1. Introduction  

Nowadays, the electromagnetic scattering from the natural environment becomes one of the most 
important subjects in the field of computational electromagnetism and remote sensing[1-5]. Natural 
environment contains plain, mountain, hill, desert, valley and sea. Different methods for establishing 
geometrical model are proposed in order to simulate the natural environment and corresponding scattering 
characteristics of these environments are studied[6-10]. Monte Carlo method is often used to generate the 
rough surface. Different spectral functions are introduced to generate rough surfaces with different statistical 
properties, such as Gauss spectral function[6], exponential spectral function[7] and Pierson-Moskowitz 
spectral function[8]. However, these methods can only simulate the single environment precisely. Bare 
research has been reported on simulation of composite environment, especially the ground and near sea in 
adjacent region. 

In this paper, a novel composite rough surface model is presented for describing ground and near sea in 
adjacent region. One dimensional band-limited Weierstrass fractal function is introduced to simulate the 
actual borderline between ground and near sea in adjacent region for the first time. Simulation results 
demonstrate that this method is feasible and efficient. 

2. Modeling of composite environment 

2.1. Generation of composite rough surface 
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Gauss spectral function is used to simulate ground region. The parameters root mean square rmsh  and 
correlation length ,x yl l  can describe the statistical property of the ground rough surface. The concrete form 
of Gauss spectral function and the Monte Carlo process are involved in [9]. 

After generation of ground rough surface, we should find a precise way to generate the rough surface 
which is used to describe the statistical property of near sea surface. In [9], PM spectral function is firstly 
introduced to simulate the sea part of the ground and sea in adjacent region. But after our several 
investigations, we find out that the sea surface of ground and sea in adjacent region belongs to near sea range. 
Traditional PM spectral function[10] is a kind of omnidirectional sea spectrum which is often used to 
describe the abyssal sea area. Therefore, in consideration of effect of finite wind region, the wind region 
factor is introduced to transform the PM spectral function to JONSWAP spectral function[11]. Based on 
energy flow conservation theorem, the shallow coefficient and JONSWAP spectral function are combined 
into finite water depth spectral function[12] which is used to simulate actual near sea surface. 

The PM spectral function is taken in the form: 
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Here   and   are dimensionless empirical constants, 38.10 10   , 0.74  . cg is gravity 
acceleration, 29.81m/scg  . 19.5U  is wind velocity on the height of 19.5m above sea surface. 

In actual sea surface, due to complexity of energy transformation among sea waves and polytropism of 
atmospheric conditions, sea surface is always under a unsteady state. In the late 1960s, based on the Joint 
North Sea Wave Project, JONSWAP sea spectrum was presented. JONSWAP sea spectrum is recognized as 
international standard sea spectrum. Based on PM spectral function, the JONSWAP spectral function is 
taken in the form: 
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Here f  is correction factor which is used to describe the effect of finite wind region, f  can be 
calculated using the expression: 
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Here pk  is wave number of dimensionless peak value, 2
19.5pk g U . Jσ is peak shape parameter which is 

defined as follow: 
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Here γ  is peak value enhancement factor, whose observed value ranges from 1.5 to 6 and mean value is 
3.3. Brüning and others present that the expression (3) can simulate spectral function with different sea scale 
by different values of γ  and p [13]. when 0.01p  , 3.3γ= , it is unformed JONSWAP spectrum. 

Unformed JONSWAP spectrum is used to describe near sea surface. However, near sea located in 
ground and near sea in adjacent region is in shallow water of finite depth. The influence of finite depth must 
be taken into consideration. Thus, we introduce shallowing coefficient [14] to combine with JONSWAP 
spectral function into finite water depth spectral function in order to simulate the sea surface which located in 
ground and near sea in adjacent region. The finite water depth spectral function is taken in the form: 

2( , ) ( ) ( )finite JONSWAPW k d ζ d W k                                                                  (6) 
Shallowing coefficient is defined as radio of wave height at finite water depth d to wave height at infinite 

water depth which is deduced according to energy flow conservation theorem[12]. It can be calculated using 
the expression: 
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With the revision of shallowing coefficient, the modeling of ground and near sea in adjacent region will 
be closer to the actual environment. 
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According to the International Maritime Bureau, water depth ranges from 50 to 600m which belongs to 
near sea region. The water depth in the range of continental shelf is often less than 200m. The slope of 
seabed is about ranging from 0 to 0.9. On the above basis, an approximate method is presented in Fig.1 to 
simulate the water depth in the range of continental shelf. This method is just a simple and approximate way 
to deal with the problem of water depth simulation. If we can obtain the datum of actual water depth in the 
range of near sea, the water depth model would be more accurate and reasonable. 

 
 

 
Fig.1: Approximate method of water depth simulation 

2.2. Generation of fractal borderline 

 One dimensional band-limited Weierstrass fractal function [15] is introduced to simulate the actual 
borderline between ground and near sea in adjacent region. One dimensional band-limited Weierstrass-
Mandelbrot fractal function is derived from Weierstrass function, which can keep main fractal characteristic 
because this function has internal and external scale in some degree. Band-limited Weierstrass fractal 
function is taken in the form: 
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Here R  is used to control fluctuation intensity of the borderline. b  is scale factor. D  is fractal 
dimension. N  is the highest harmonic wave number. 0k  is spatial wave number which determine the 
position of spatial frequency spectrum. n  is random phase which is distributed evenly in (0,2 ) . The 
highest harmonic wave number can be confirmed by incident wave frequency. It can be calculated using the 
expression: 1

0
Nk k b  . Here k  is incident wave number. This expression can ensure that the highest 

harmonic wave number is less than incident wave length. In the paper, we use one dimensional band-limited 
Weierstrass fractal function to simulate the actual borderline between ground and near sea in adjacent region. 

3. Simulation results 

The borderline of every partial area which belongs to ground and near sea in adjacent region can be 
simplified into linear borderline. The weighted inverse tangent function with linear borderline is taken in the 
form: 

( , ) [ 2-arctan( )] ( , )+[ 2+arctan( )] ( , )com b gro b seaf x y y y f x y y y f x y                             (9) 
Here ( , )grof x y  and ( , )seaf x y  present height profiles of ground rough surface and near sea surface 

respectively. by  represents position of borderline, it can also be took as bx  position according to actual 
environment. The sampling of the incident frequency is 300MHzf  . The size of composite rough surface is 
40 40  . Statistic parameters of ground region are: 1.0rmsh  , 1.0x yl l   . Statistic parameters of near 
sea region are: 19.5 5m/sU  , wind range  50kmX= . Shallowing coefficient is calculated based on Fig.1. The 
parameter of borderline is 0by  . Five sampling points are considered per wave length. The composite 
rough surface model with linear borderline is obtained as shown in Fig.2. 
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Fig. 2: Composite rough surface with linear borderline             Fig. 3: Composite rough surface with fractal borderline 

One dimensional band-limited Weierstrass fractal function is introduced to elaborate the borderline. The 
weighted inverse tangent function with fractal borderline is taken in the form: 

( , ) [ 2-arctan( + )] ( , )+[ 2( ) ( )+arctan( + )] ( , )fractal fractalcom fractal b gro b seaf x y y y ff x fx y yxy y f x          (10) 
Here ( )fractalf x  is profile of fractal borderline. Statistic parameters of fractal borderline are: 
25R  , 0.5b e  and 1.5D  . The composite rough surface model with fractal borderline is obtained as 

shown in Fig.2. 
In Fig.2 and Fig.3, both of them realize geometrical modeling of ground and near sea in adjacent region. 

Obviously, the shape of borderline in Fig.2 is the simplest way to structure the composite rough surface 
model. By contrast, the fractal borderline in Fig.3 is similar to the natural borderline. The contour maps of 
composite rough surfaces above are given in Fig.4. 

 
Fig. 4: Contour maps of composite rough surface with linear and fractal borderline 

In Fig.4, the transitional zone is obviously observed between ground and near sea. By comparing of the 
contour maps, the geometrical model of composite rough surface with fractal borderline is closer to real 
environment of ground and near sea in adjacent region than the one with linear borderline. 

Based on the geometrical models above, the differences of scattering characteristics of single ground 
rough surface, single sea rough surface and composite rough surface with linear or fractal borderline are 
compared by IPO method which is based on the iteration of electric and magnetic current[9]. The incident 
frequency is 300MHzf  . Incident angles are: 45iθ  , 0iφ  . Polarization mode is HH polarization. The 
size of all rough surfaces is 40 40  . Statistic parameters of ground rough surface are: 1.0rmsh  , 

1.0x yl l   . Relative dielectric constant of ground region is (7.0,-2.4i). Statistic parameters of near sea 
rough surface are: 19.5 5m/sU  , wind range 50kmX= . Shallowing coefficient is calculated based on Fig.1. 
Relative dielectric constant of near sea region is (20.0,-240i). Statistic parameters of ground region and near 
sea region are the same as above. Five sampling points are considered per wave length. We build 50 samples 
of every kind of rough surface and calculate every sample by IPO. Final results are obtained by taking the 
average of results of these samples. 
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Fig.5: The bistatic scattering coefficients of different rough surface models 

In Fig.5, the bistatic scattering coefficient (BSC) of ground rough surface presents a characteristic of 
diffuse scattering. The BSC of near sea rough surface presents a characteristic of intense specular scattering. 
We can find interesting results of composite rough surface from BSCs. The electromagnetic scattering 
energy distributes dispersedly in region far from direction of specular reflection, but the electromagnetic 
scattering energy concentrates on the region near direction of specular reflection. As a result, composite 
rough surface not only has the electromagnetic scattering characteristic of ground rough surface, but also has 
the electromagnetic scattering characteristic of sea rough surface. By contrast, the BSC of composite rough 
surface with linear borderline is similar as the one with fractal borderline. Both of them have a peak value 
near the direction of specular reflection. But in aspect of the diffuse scattering in other angles, composite 
rough surface with fractal borderline is stronger than the one with linear borderline. The complex 
construction of fractal borderline will lead to more coupling times between the facets of ground rough 
surface and sea rough surface. Therefore, composite rough surface with fractal borderline presents a 
characteristic of diffuse scattering in region far from direction of specular reflection. 

4. Conclusions 

In this paper, a novel composite rough surface model is presented for describing ground and near sea in 
adjacent region. One dimensional band-limited Weierstrass fractal function is introduced to simulate the 
actual borderline between ground and near sea in adjacent region for the first time. Simulation results 
demonstrate that this method is feasible and efficient. The further works are taking the target into 
consideration to study the composite scattering characteristics of targets and composite rough surface. 
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